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Sean 11. Devitt
Trinity Oast% Dublin

Tamara.= IPOR R*ADDIG

Using authentic texts in a language class is like giving
adult food to children. In our world of convenience foods there

is a tendency to give very young children specially prepared
foods. such as, for ammeple, Steins or Parley's. llowever. health-
coon:bus parents are often auspicious of such products. They

prefer to give their babies the food they have prepared
themselves, edam they know the ingredients and since they are
especialby careful about its preparation.

in the Maguey. class we as teachers have been inclined to
give specially prepared "convenienoe" testa to our beginner and

intermediate learners and to leave the ''adult - authentic
tests - until the Horner is felt to be sufficiently sophisticated

lingukainally to be able to digest it. This usually rum four
years at beet after he or she his begun teaming the language.
Even this we new sometimes slow to contrast the weaker learner

with the full "adult diet". We may be milking a serious mistake.

This paper will attempt to est out very briefly sows of the
reasons tor using authentictests for reading from the vary
earliest stages of landusSe learning, and will offer a few
suggestions about bow we may make this "digestible and tasty"
for the aessittve linguistic palates and stomer.hs of our lesemers.

!het.
hareem bring to tks riding task

Seginaer butgusce lesraers come to the task of reading in a
foreign imaguage not with a "tabula rasa". but with wee very
useful and usable knowledge. They have, after all. been around
for at bast twelve years and have learned a lot about the world.
We can obesity this knowledge under three mein heeding*:

(I) irsow*dge war* Under this beading we any
include general knowledge em well as knowledge about certain
specific topics. One thinks, for esemple, of foutbali and pop -music

as topics about which twelve year olds are likely to have such

more ?cackled., than ourselves. In the literature on reeding such

knowledge of the world is frequently referred to as "combat
echserta". lass, for ezample. Carrell 11113, Anderson and Pesraon,

lid) Knowledge, sot bow_ discourse. °per:stag they already
know how ticfwd and wirhave Iiiperimos of different types
of teat in their native language - nowspaper articles, stories,
text-books, comics, etch. while these discourse-types may differ
from culture to culture, in our Webers world at least most of
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them would bo familiar to the avenge teen-agar. In the literatureon reading this type of koxehelge is referred to as "formalchemata" (see, for sample, Carran 1981, Meyer 1975, Meyer andRice 1994). It might also be referred to as knowledge of "theviatica structure" of bogus" a term taken from 8collon (1974).

(ill) Stara kneeledgax our learners will know, forexample, that there are such things an "content" words and
"action" words; that words are joined together to create mewing;that changer occur to the torus of words in certaincircumstenosc, etc.stc. Absolute beginners mar have no knowledgeof this p_srUculair Ion/veva They wig bck the "borbontalstructure (again, a term taken from &alba 1979); they look most,if not all, of the elementa needed to construct this horizontalstructure. Mowsver, in contrast to the child heating its first
language,

beginla
model,

w learners will know at last that mark berisontalstrus
Most recent research on reeding in a first lenguege stresses

the invert/ace of the information which the reader himself brings
to the reading leak. Cerra (1943). for aallanbe /tare

"A fundamontal assumption of the scheme-
theoretic view of baguege comprehension is that the
process of oascreheading a text is an interactive onebetween the listener or reador's beckpound
knowledge of content and structure, and the text
itself. The text Wee does not carry amaning.
Rather, text only provides guidance for listeners or
readers as to bow they should construct t.bm intended
nianirg from their own previously acquired
knowledge. Oboe comprekendon involves not only the
Information in the text, but also knowledge Uselistener or reader already wearisome, efficient
comprehension requires the ability to relate the
textual nteral to one% own knowledge (Adam a
Collins 1979). Comprebeadha words, sentences, and
discourse, than involves much more than just relying
on one's owe linguistic competence. In fact, one's
linguistic competent) is just one pert at one's total
background knowledge.' (p.32-113)

Prank Smith (1973) puts it anew picturesquely when he anisthat reading is not a question of deciphering from the printed
page, but rather that mast of the information comes from "behind
the eyebe/le".

A certain amount of research has base dome .011 reading in amooed language. (See, for wimple, Cutisoa 1182, Johnson 1142,
Andersen: end Urquhart 1794). It is not my purpose in this paper
to deal with such research, but rather to allow you, as reader or
listener, to experience for yourself the importance of your own
prior knowledge wham reading text in a language which is
unknown to you, and to analyse in some little detail the process/
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by which you cope with such a text. The text in this instance is
fame a Danish paper, Bor liagoko Sondag of December, 1983 In
which a very snail nuaber of changes have been mode.

2500 hAIAND JAGER
rorereaRISPERWE

Over 2500 solciator og politifoUi forteatte tgir .n
gigantistk klepiegt p1 fire terrorieter, der slap bort,
da sikkerkedmityrkerne frsdag often befriecte
direkyir Dane Johnna= og pagrob to at hens
bortfoireco.

Under befirieleveakUonen hair en poklUkachit oif
.n midst draebt at terroristerne, wens .n
kriainalbeljent hair eret. Isar blow an
tilsyneledende sageelois nand .kudt i bovedet at
petaled, da ban foreogte at kora udencee en
vejspeerrimg.

...kidnapperne, der kraal's& to millioner pund
eller newton 30 millioner kroner i likepeuce, mimesat mare de reams sofa i sin tid bortfirte
veeddeigabeete Etkul, der aldrig Sr Wilma fundet.

Detrielmemektionen bkiv ivaerkma, ear at
poiitiet havde modteget et tip fr en kontakt
indenfor DOOI. ()sluing 1000 politifolk os wildater

.d
panserkOrstdfjer aringede skovetnieknIng

ved Kiel i tIckleewlg-lioletein grevekabet neer
greenmail Ul Danmark. per bat, oprettat 50
vejspmerringer og hvert masts hue blot, minutiost
undoremigt.

Terroristerne forefigte at flyirta og skjule
cod dons offer i en hut. mom de havde forbendt
sloven, men de blev opdaget og &blade ild bad
politit. De ktede on hindgrant der draebta an
eoldat og en poliUkedet.

The only changes made in the above text were the
foaming: (I) proper names were changed; (U) one sentence was
omitted. A !nth' reflection on bow you cowl with this version of
the WI may allow you to observe eons of the processes that
operate when learners come in contact with texts in a foreign
leagues*. In the first hutania you may have Picked out few
tawnier-looking words, such as Serrarieterne,
kidaapporso. Your knowledge of tbe world may have suggested
general framework for what nigh: have happened, but beyond that
you ere likoly to have made little sense of the article.
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Now try reading the text in Its or±prinal fora below.

2500 11.4.A210 JAGER
IRA. -iota LI Fo P- E

Over noo trek. ao/dater GS Poiltirslk tortssttsigir en gigantiatk klapJagt p1 flre IRA-tarroristarder slap bort, de sikkarbedsetyrkerno tredag alesbefriede superstarkeds-direktifr Don Tido), og petrel)to at hew horUgrare.

Under betrielsesedtUanen blew au poliUkadet og
an soidat dreebt at terrortatortte, now enluininalbetjent bicv wet. liar blew antilsyneledende Limpet* mend akudt i howdet atpolitiat, de han forsogta at how udenon envsjapearring.

Den britlake prernierninimar Margaret Thatcher
'Awaked* lordag sin treks kolleja, Garret Pitagerald
ned betrieleen at Tidey, der for 24 doge alders blewborttOrt at IRA-torroriater, forkleedt goat poliUtolk.
Kidnapper's", der knows& to aiWoner pond filerneaten 30 aillioner kroner I *sponge, news atwere de seam son i sin rid bore/Iris
AnklvanitieWbeheeten

Shergnr, der eldriit er Wm'.,et.

BetriebseaskUoina blav ivaerkaat, after atpolitiet bawd* modtaget et tip fra en kontaktindentor IRA. Marine 1,000 polidtelk og isadsterNed panserichreVier onringsde an suovetreekningwed gallinamose i Wilde - grevekabet neer grAnaanw Dieter. Der blew oprettot b0 veMpaerringer ogkiwi west* hue bias' ninutioet undershirt.

Terroristorne fortylata at tlygte og skjuts Wsmad dere. otter i en hula eon de bawd. forberedt i
akoven, nen de bier opdaget og liDned WI landpollthet. De knitted* on hlindgranat der draabta eneadat og on politikadet.

In the case at the test that was reproduced in its originaltorn on It appeared in the newspaper, oven a casual glancethrough it in Musty to nave given you the general acme.' In thin~Woe you had precise people and events with which you wereDriller. You will have base able to rent* it to your memory ofthe events in question. This suck slow detailed framework gave
you the mane ci dindphering many more of the words in the tad.
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It is important to remember, however, that it was the Doodah
text itself which evoked this framework. Thus, the framework of
knowledge and the text itself were used cyclically to mutually
illuninate one another. Tor exempla, you may have reinterpreted
pobiltobt from "politicians" to "policemen" as a result a your
prior knowledge. This new knowledr. .4 elements of the language
hztild than have enabled you to recall elements of the inct./ent
which you might have forgotten, or to check the accuracy of the
informsUon as given in the article. In technical tarns what you
ware doing was combining "top-down processing" (using Prix'
knowledge of the event) will. "bottome-up proceeldng" (decoding
the elements of the text).

In so doing, you will also have come to some initial
understanding of how the Danish language operates; for example,
the fact that the definite article is tagged an to the end of the
noun, (terraristerne), the formation of the passive voice (blow
drnobt, "won killed") etc. Thus, not only were you able to make
a certain amount of sense from the article when it was presented
in its origins) form, but you also learned quite an amt of
Dania, not Just vocabulary, but also morphology and syntax, In
fact, the pewees is quite like that found for the acquisition of a
first language by children.'

Some researchers (Carrell 1983(a) and Clarke 1979) have
suggested that 1.1 reading strategies are not transferred to 1.2

reeding. It 111011&.11 patently obvious that this need not neossearily
be the case if proper frameworks are already in piece for the 12
reading. Where they are not already in place they can be created
by the reader through appropriate "process materials "'. What this
MOM in practice is that help is provided for the reader to
enable Ida to create for Massif the framework of prior knowledge
that is necessary for the understanding of the text. This help will
be provided at various stages), before and/or during the reading
process. (See, for couple, Rude= 1982 end Devitt (forthcoming)
for a practical working out of such process materials for texts in
an unknown language).

Unless such process materials are provided, the learner with
very limited linguistic ability approaching a text in a foreign
language is likely to 13... smitten by "tunnel vision": he /she will be
concentrating on individual words and will lose the thread of the
content. gis or her medlar will involve only bottom-up
processing; it will be `data- driven" (Carrell 1961 b). Samuels and
Unit (1964) doscribe this type of reading in slightly different
terms.

"This alternative switching of attention from
decoding to comprehension is &Wier to the strategy
used by beginning studente of foreign lamminge who
first work their way through a novel written in a
foreign language by translating all the difficult words
and than rereading the text again in order to

understand ft. In beginning reading, the strategy of
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attention switching allows the student to comprehend,
but It comes at a cost. Attention switching is time
consuming, puts heavy demand on short -tars
memory. and tends to interfere with recalL"(p.197-8)

This sounds all too familiar, and the effects that this type
of reeding produces in terms of lose of motivation and frustration
can be disastrous. however, we have just seen that this need not
be the came. The sources of difficulty in testa in a foreign
Magma may be much more easily surmountable than we have
hitherto realised. Tire full "adult" twit in Danish was digestible for
you because you had prior knowledge of the topic and you knew
bow such testa were structured. You had the first two types of
knowledge mentioned above (content and formal schemata). This
gave you accens to the third type of knowledge, - the knowledge
of the language. Using testa about topics with which learners are

or tests for which adequate process materials hare been
prepared, may In fact be n tar more effective way of learning a
language than what we hays been doing hitherto. It has the
following further advantages: (I) it shwa for language
devulopment through the choice of testa and the choice of
accompanying oectivities; It can therefore be used at all lavabo of
language learning; (U) it allows reading to be an integral part of
language learning from the vary beginning; (iii) it provides
greatly Increased language input, an input that can be accessed
by the inctividtxd In his or her own time. Finally, it is worth
pointing out that, while the examples used above have involved
media testa, the approach can be used with any type of text
including litarary tests.

The principles on which such an approach to reading should
be based are as foliose:

(I) material should be selected that is at least potentially
interesting FOR THR LRARNER. (It must be tasty!) It is not only
the subject matter which must be interesting, however, but the
treatment of It as well.

(U) If the learner is not familiar with the topic, (does not
have an adequate framework of knowledge) be or she can be
helpod to construct his/her own framework using his/her own
resources or resources specially provided. Such help should be
in the form of interesting activities, NOT comprehension questions.
The emphasis should be on self-help mother than csa testing. The
activities should oast& the learner to comprehend the text. (This
would correspond in our analogy to ti-1 preparation of the food
for the young child, - chopping It up into digestible bits and
arranging it attractively.)

(iii) The learner should be given opportunity to react to the
test in a normal way; this may amen simply reeding It and etc:trial
the information in episodic memory, if it is simply a test
recounting an *vent; altermaively, the test may present WSW and
interesting or oontrovereiel elements and so generate reactions
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from the reader. Ono can imagine, for example, readers in the
Irish context having different reactions to French account of
the present situation in Northern Ireland depending on their
beckgroued.

(iv) Language improvement will oc..in- naturally through
such an approach. lixercisee designed specifically for language
improvement are really incidental to this basic process of
oomprobending a text and reacting to it. They can. however, be
easily integrated into the process, provided they are aeon to be
secondary to it.

Such an approach to reading in a foreign language is
consonant with the principles of the comaunicative approach, but
it also conforms to fundamental pedagogical principlesc "start from
where the Werner is at", "go from the known to the unknown",
"centre your teaching on the learner". It also provides a
powerful notivating force, since, it provides material at the
learner's own oognittna level and otters the passibility of
Immediate success with reel language in use. Perhaps, therefore,
it is time that we stopped giving etc learners the specially
doctored or sanitised impaire which is so often tasteless and
that we changed to a healthier diet which would allow language
skills to develop naturally.

114110TIMPTICIN

I Unfortunately, this can not alwayu be presumed even in
our literate society. It is important to find out abont the reading
skills and habits in LI of our group of learners.

0 Given that it is some time abaci, these events occurred, it
may be worth summarising them hers: Mr. Don Tidey, a director
of the Quinneworih chain of supermarkets, was kidnapped in Into
1283 by the IDA and a ransom note sent to other directors. After
some time the Gardai got a tip-off and surrounded the town of
Beillnasswe in Co. Leitrim., near the border of Northern Ireland.
In the ensuing skirmish, Don Ticiey was treed, but the kidnappers
got away. A soldier and a Garda cadet were killed.

3 See Devitt (forthcoming) for a development of this notion.

3 The tare comes from Breen. Candlin and Waters 1981..
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